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Doom dotabuff guide

Find konstant opdaterede Doom guider fra de bedste forestillinger i ugen. Hver guide indeholder element bygger, evne bygger, tider og meget mere. Get PlusGet FeaturedHero Guides are based on TrueSight data from matches with a verified player or Plus subscriber.Давай скинемся с девятиэтажки won a Very Close Match 2020-12-03 Off Lane Core 36:18 RussiaDire~ 5500
MMR5Kills1Deaths23Assists28.00KDA Ratio78%Team Kill %594GPM676XPM385APM2Runes66/117/149LH @ 10/20/30Starting Items02:2704:1106:3309:3913:5520:4527:1530:4535:3635:54TeammatesOpponents06:3309:3913:5520:4530:4535:54Gambit.Shachlo won a Radiant Comeback 2020-12-05 Off Lane Core 44:20 Europe WestRadiant~ 5500 MMR4Kills5Deaths29Assists6.60KDA
Ratio77%Team Kill %595GPM852XPM451APM2Runes-/1Wards60/106/153LH @ 10/20/30Starting Items01:5702:3805:5307:0008:5312:2616:0318:4021:2626:3228:0135:0639:51TeammatesOpponents05:5308:5312:2621:2628:0139:51LLIkaqp won a Radiant Comeback 2020-12-06 Mid Lane Core 41:30 Europe WestRadiant~ 5500 MMR9Kills2Deaths11Assists10.00KDA Ratio69%Team Kill
%784GPM816XPM171APM3Runes2/1Wards67/146/222LH @ 10/20/30Starting Items01:5202:2905:2006:3908:4710:5613:1115:2116:2621:1322:3325:3532:5535:0937:5938:1940:36TeammatesOpponents08:4715:2121:1325:3535:0938:19TL won a Close Match 2020-12-07 Off Lane Core 35:16 US EastRadiant~ 5500 MMR6Kills1Deaths12Assists18.00KDA Ratio78%Team Kill
%627GPM626XPM189APM1Runes37/94/158LH @ 10/20/30Starting Items01:3504:2407:2109:3411:4613:1415:3017:1518:2221:4523:5627:2829:3032:33TeammatesOpponents07:2109:3417:1521:4527:2832:33AlienManaBanana won a Very Close Match 2020-12-05 Mid Lane Core 37:01 US EastDire~ 5500 MMR12Kills5Deaths18Assists6.00KDA Ratio75%Team Kill
%628GPM763XPM194APM5Runes1/-Wards58/99/126LH @ 10/20/30Starting Items01:5203:1904:3006:0908:2311:3116:4122:4127:3631:3531:5335:21TeammatesOpponents04 :3011:3116:4122:4131:5335:21 Talent Usage24.9% Pick Rate+150% Cleave+150% CleavePick Rate: 24.9%Win Rate: 64.0%-3.5% Win Rate2575.1% Pick Rate+2.4% Infernal Blade Damage+2.4% Infernal Blade DamagePick
Rate: 75.1%Win Rate: 67.6%+3.5% Win Rate17.0% Pick RateDevour Can Target AncientsDevour Can Target AncientsPick Rate: 17.0%Win Rate: 60.3%+1.4% Win Rate2083.0% Pick Rate+30 Doom DPS+30 Doom DPSPick Rate: 83.0%Win Rate: 58.9%-1.4% Win Rate73.3% Pick Rate+120 Devour Bonus Gold+120 Devour Bonus GoldPick Rate: 73.3%Win Rate: 50.4%-2.7% Win Rate1526.7% Pick
Rate+30 Scorched Earth Damage+30 Scorched Earth DamagePick Rate: 26.7%Win Rate: 53.1%+2.7% Win Rate65.3% Pick Rate+10% Scorched Earth Movement Speed+10% Scorched Earth Movement SpeedPick Rate: 65.3%Win Rate: 48.6%+2.7% Win Rate1034.7% Pick Rate+2.0 Doom Duration+2.0 Doom DurationPick Rate : 34,7%Vinderrate: 45,9%-2,7% Vind RateFirst Point På
Level123456789101196.0%3.9%+1.2%2.5%+13.0%82.4%-0,5%1.0%-10.0%8.2%+2.5%1.5%+0,6%3.5%+4.2%. 1,4%-5,4%13,9%+2,4%2,1%-3,4%18,7%-1,7%1,5%+0,7%1,8% -3,3%27,7%-1,3%4,1%+3,4%3,5%-2,5%25,2%+2,2%99.6%Evne maks. Trendslast 7 days25+150% Cleave +2.4% Infernal Blade Damage 20Devour Can Target Ancients +30 Doom DPS 15+120 Devour Bonus Gold +30
Scorched Earth Damage 10+10% Scorched Earth Movement Speed +2.0 Doom Duration Most Popular PrioritiesRQWERQEWRWQEPoint Choices By Level123456789101112131415161896.0%3.9%+1.2%89.5%+0.2%5.9%-2.5%82.5%-0.6%81.3%-0.5%15.0%+0.8%14.1%+4.4%9.3%+2.3%2.5%+3.0%82.4%-0.5%6.9%-1.6%70.6%+0.4%14.3%+3.2%15.2%+2.8%50.7%+0.2%73.4%-
1.2%3.3%+2.9%52.1%-1.3%9.9%+0.8%9.3%+2.2%9.3%+1.3%1.4%-5.4%13.8%+2.4%3.5%-2.2%23.3%-0.7%3.1%+1.3%3.4%-1.3%34.3%-0.8%12.2%+2.0%3.7%-2.2%31.4%+1.4%1.0%+6.4%89.3%90.1%-0.1%4.8%+0.1%83.8%-0.1%99.6%98.9%-0.1%99.9%Most Popular Builds 27 Votes 17 Votes Today i lost to a doom mid and got pretty frustrated So I decided to watch Topson play it and go on to try
it in ranked game. I was devastated, and on the same day I won with doomsday in the middle 6 times in a row. Here's my dotabuff: //www.dotabuff.com/players/324942638Little comment about my games:The game agaisnt clinkz, qop, sf, medusa, huskar and invoker. In all matchups except huskar I had the same formula - block creeps, eat varied creeps and pull aggro from the remaining 3 melee creeps on
your varied creeps. Try to deny it. This sets up to very easy 4-0 or 4-1 on the first wave (lh-deny) and gurantees lvl 2. Pick scorched earth and push the wave into the enemy tower. So go eat a creep in the jungle in downtime. In the huskar game I started by pulling the first wave of enemy creeps around and doubling it, then tp into my center tower. I did it twice in the laning phase and jungled where I could,
I've avoided laning huskar unless the track was under the tower (as it was almost all the laning phase due to fiddling with the creepwave) Here's the replay for those interested: 5330413002For skill building I skipped E in most cases as I wasn't agaisnt a melee altogether, but even then I think the Q-max W is best. Basically max Q, if you do not kill potential and want to maximize the farm, go for points with
W if you can kill on lvl 6 enemy mid.This hero farms extremely fast (in one of the games I had 13 min radiance + 18 min AC) and put him in the middle means he gets lvl 15 so fast (at 15-20 min). +150 devour gold - boom. This is litteraly 350 gold every 70 seconds and its insane. Offlane doomsday gets this talent 10 minutes later than the middle of doom, but the earlier you get it the more value it brings. For
items im not dead sure what is best, I tried pair builds, but I feel like this hero can buy something from radiance and right click build to something like a blood red tube wink, even aghanim is very good in some games to break liabilities. Best part is that you can apply break 100% of the time since cd is 4 seconds to make heroes as tide madIn all games I picked this completely 3rd stage, to get people to think
its offlane. This puts my to choose at the same time as my carry which means he wont get countered and my carry picks after enemy enemy mmr lads :)Page 2Posted by8 måneder siden 27 kommentarer Lær at imødegå og hvornår man skal vælge Doom fra vores liste over tællere og matchups opdateret til den nuværende meta. Doom is countered byHeroDisadvantageDis.Hero Win
RateBroodmother3.48%40.80%Lone Druid2.84%43.77%Chaos Knight2.66%42.15%Arc Warden2.60%41.21%Meepo1.71%46.88%Doom countersHeroAdvantageAdv.Hero Win RateDark Seer2.05%46.44%Mars1.77%49.36%Timbersaw1.68%51.43%Underlord1.62%42.45%Necrophos1.58%46.40%MatchupsHeroDisadvantageDis.DoomHero Win RateMatches PlayedBroodmother3.48%40.80%7,701Lone
Druid2.84%43.77%8,722Chaos Knight2.66%42.15%27,686Arc Warden2.60%41.21%16,788Meepo1.71%46.88%7,152Lycan1.60%52.91%4,298Enchantress1.48%51.09%10,460Venomancer1.47%45.81%28,358Razor1.47%46.52%12,021Luna1.46%45.12%28,247Huskar1.42%48.04%17,021Night Stalker1.34%43.10%27,596Wraith King1.32%43.34%46,784Weaver1.26%46.51%23,802Bounty
Hunter1.14%45.88%30,418Witch Doctor1.07%45.67%56,439Invoker1.05%46.34%79,846Medusa0.88%45.28% 23,787Leshrac0.87%45.42%24,381Sniper0.81%49.43%61,453Clinkz0.80%39.57%38,139Enigma0.80%44.45%13,477Terrorblade0.80%48.74%17,591Alchemist0.77%46.83%19,797Crystal Maiden0.74%44.28%58,218Death
Prophet0.72%48.27%11,957Slardar0.68%44.18%58,244Undying0.59%43.40%37,105Skywrath Mage0.57%45.48%43,165Phantom Assassin0.55%46.99%95,156Nature's Prophet0.47%52.99%21,493Drow Ranger0.46%45.51%59,305Io0.45%48.23%15,701Dazzle0.45%46.19%28,496Visage0.43%46.73%2,985Batrider0.43%51.50%7,590Shadow Shaman0.41%46.08%41,732Queen of
Pain0.40%48.99%46,874Monkey King0.39%47.89%42,757Pudge0.32%46.63%116,991Legion Commander0.28%46.27%76,234Nyx Assassin0.27%46.48%15,758Viper0.26%47.00%43,901Bloodseeker0.25%43.70%26,795Lina0.19%49.29%64,043Windranger0.19%45.41%88,040Mirana0.16%44.53%55,468Gyrocopter0.16%50.48%12,236Dark Willow0.09% 46.87%22,145Spirit
Breaker0.08%45.84%35,401Bane-0.02%45.89%12,988Shadow Fiend-0.03%47.74%60,439Pugna-0.04%47.62%26,143Lifestealer-0.04%47.84%39,824Riki-0.05%45.55%26,623Clockwerk-0.06%44.95%31,961Storm Spirit-0.10%48.28%45,911Sand King-0.10%46.94%27,098Silencer-0.11%46.18%37,532Disruptor-0.11%47.09%36,450Tusk-0.13%48.33%28,809Naga Siren-0.13%48.05%6,483Outworld
Devourer-0.17%50.45%17,053Anti-Mage-0.19%45.71%67,839Sven-0.21%45.33%68,856Oracle-0.25%47.59%20,701Ogre Magi-0.27%43.78%90,125Lich-0.32%46.22%43,700Abaddon-0.36%45.71%16,581Tinker-0.36%51.19%21,934Dragon Knight-0.37%47.36%22,886Techies-0.38%47.01%31,875Treant Protector-0.39%45.40%26,015Lion-0.43%48.34%92,003Earthshaker-0.48%48.44%49,764Elder
Titan-0.49%46.46%7,867Puck-0.52%50.03%18,877Phoenix-0.53%46.84%28,662Vengeful Spirit-0.54%45.11% 22.770Ursa-0,58%49,37%23.898Zeus-0,61%42,91%76.667Juggernaut-0,62%46,40%94,053Rubick -0,64%50,40%64,327Beastmaster-0,64%50,09%7,013Kunkka-0,69%51.15%28,457Earth Spirit-0,75%48,97%20,141Pangolier-0,75%49,91%22,423Slark-0,79%48,47%57,632Jakiro-
0,80%46.85%3 9.329Tiny-0,85%51,48%40.809Ember Spirit-0,87%52,00%36,917Brewmaster-0,91%48,98%5,721Centaur Wyvern-0.93%49.84%15,940Grimstroke-0.96%51.19%26,080Snapfire-0.97%49.81%54,572Phantom Lancer-0.98%51.12%23,318Templar Assassin-0.98%51.10%18,522Ancient Apparition-1.02%46.04%26,973Faceless Void-1.12%47.28%84,350Bristleback-
1.13%48.96%41,914Omniknight-1.17%44.18%13,152Keeper of the Light-1.28%51.42%14,543Shadow Demon-1.31%51.16%11,543Magnus-1.32%49.10%39,342Chen-1.41%50.05%3,271Troll Warlord-1.44%47.60%25,028Axe-1.45%47.67%55,552Spectre-1.51%43.02%80,446Void Spirit-1.55%48.43%35,887Warlock-1.55%45.89%23,437Necrophos-1.58%46.40%28,457Underlord-
1.62%42.45%32,076Timbersaw-1.68%51.43%21,302Mars-1.77%49.36%51,924Dark Seer-2.05%46.44%7,881 Seer-2.05%46.44%7,881
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